The Blink Courtesy Notice

Driving an electric vehicle is the new norm, but not everyone is aware of some common charging courtesies. By using a Blink courtesy notice you can educate others about how to park near Blink chargers and inform other drivers about how to park in an EV world.

It’s easy - just choose the Blink courtesy notice that fits your mood: friendly, nice, or ready to get home. Politely place it on the windshield of the vehicle in which you’d like to inform - and voila! You have just educated another driver on the road.

You have ICEd* me!

I am an electric vehicle driver looking to get a charge so I can make it home. You are parked in a spot designated for electric vehicles only.

Don’t forget to look at the parking signs!

*ICEd is when an internal combustion engine vehicle takes an electric vehicle only parking spot.

Did you know you’re parked in an electric vehicle only parking spot?

I know this is the best spot in the lot, but you are preventing me from getting home! I need to use the parking spot you are in to charge my electric vehicle.

In the future please remember to look at the signs!

You obviously know nothing about electric vehicles.

You are parked in an electric vehicle charging spot! You are preventing me from getting home to my family. I don’t park my EV at your gas pump, so don’t park at my charger.

Read the signs!